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A B S T R A C T

Capacitive deionization (CDI) is a relatively novel desalination technology which uses electrically charged
porous electrodes to remove ions from low salinity water streams. The interplay between the micro- and mac-
roscale transport mechanisms in the porous electrodes and bulk flow of the CDI unit dictates the concentration
profile at the exit. A thorough understanding of these interactions is important towards achieving high-efficiency
systems. Through permutation of the associated transport time constants, we conduct a parametric study to
investigate the coupling of multiscale phenomena in CDI. Moreover, we propose a new multi-cycle arrangement
to further improve the desalination performance of a given saline solution. In these systems, the regeneration
feed stream used for each cycle highly affects the efficiency of the whole system, as it directly affects the water
recovery ratio, the total duration of the process, and the desalination performance of the next cycle. We propose
three regeneration schemes, with different regeneration feed streams to enhance the desalination/regeneration
performance of the multi-cycle arrangements. To obtain comprehensive characterization of desalination and
regeneration performances of different units, we introduce new inclusive metrics that encompass different as-
pects of the system. The results indicate trade-offs between desalination performance and energy efficiency of
the proposed arrangements.

1. Introduction

Meeting the ever-growing water demands of the planet population

with the limited available resources is one of the major crisis world-
wide. In addition to significant rise in the amount of water required by
the agriculture sector, which consumes near 70% of the total fresh
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water withdrawn globally, unprecedented water demands specifically
in industry and energy management are anticipated in the near future
[1,2]. On average over 80% of the total municipal and industrial was-
tewater around the world is discarded into the environment without
sufficient post-treatment. The situation is more severe in low-income
countries where low-cost water treatment techniques are of great im-
portance [2]. This along with the fact that around 97.5% of the total
water on Earth is either brackish or sea water [3] have attracted con-
siderable attention towards water desalination to increase both quan-
tity and quality of the water required in many applications [2,4–7].
Electro-sorption techniques, such as Capacitive Deionization (CDI) re-
present highly efficient and low-cost alternatives to common desalina-
tion methods, namely Reverse Osmosis (RO), Multi-Effect Distillation
(MED), and Multi-Stage Flash Distillation (MSF) for desalinating low
salinity brackish water, defined as a water with total salt concentration
of 0.5–35mg/ml [5,8–10].

CDI is a novel desalination technique in which an electrical field is
employed to separate ions from stream of an ionic solution by adsorbing
them into porous media [5,11–17]. As water is pumped through a CDI
unit, a relatively low DC voltage (1–1.2 V, below the electrolysis voltage
of the water molecules) is used to apply an electrical field. Ionic species
are consequently attracted to the charged, highly-porous electrodes.
Thus, the concentration of the output solution decreases until the
electrodes are saturated with the ionic species. During the electro-
sorption of counterions, electric energy is stored in the porous media
that can partly be recovered during a regeneration step. The electrodes
can be regenerated by electrically discharging to an electrical load or
storage element (i.e., a capacitor). Regeneration of the electrodes can
also be done by reducing the applied voltage or even applying a reverse
voltage [13,18–22]. Previously, it was argued that using the latter
discharging (regeneration) approach is not feasible in CDI as the ions
released from one electrode can get quickly re-adsorbed into the op-
posite electrode before they exit the unit [23,24]. However, later stu-
dies proved the efficacy of this regeneration method for discharging the
CDI cells [13,18–20]. Although this approach improves the charge ef-
ficiency of the system, it reduces the adsorption rate during desalina-
tion [13,20]. Moreover, Kim et al. showed that regenerating the elec-
trodes by applying a voltage lower than the desalination voltage (but
with the same polarity) also enhances the charge efficiency [25]. Along
with its ability to retrieve part of the consumed energy, CDI has some
distinct features as compared to conventional desalination methods,
such as RO and MSF. Due to the small working voltage window, CDI
units require lower energy input and capital costs for treating brackish
water [5,11,12,26–28]. Furthermore, as there is no membrane or de-
licate and complex features involved in the process, it demands less
maintenance.

Electro-sorption and diffusion of ionic species in the porous elec-
trodes set the concentration and electric potential boundary conditions
at the interface of the electrodes and the main bulk solution, and
therefore, highly affect the advection and transverse diffusion of ions in
the bulk flow. In other words, interplay of various transport mechan-
isms in CDI dictate the performance of the system under different
conditions. Hence, deep understanding of desalination regimes is highly
crucial to obtain the most efficient CDI system for different applica-
tions. So far, comprehensive studies have been conducted to understand
the physics underlying the electro-sorption process in the Electrical
Double Layers (EDLs) of the microporous electrodes. Nernst-Planck
(NP) equations and time-dependent Gouy-Chapman-Stern (GCS)
models have been employed to describe the electro-sorption of charged
species in a CDI unit [13,29–36]. Biesheuvel et al. asserted that while
ion transport can be modeled by Nernst-Planck theory and electro-
neutrality assumption within the electrode's macropores, in the mi-
cropores with highly overlapped EDLs the adsorption process can be
explained by the modified Donnan (mD) model [37]. Similar to the
classical Donnan model, the mD model considers a potential drop be-
tween the inside and outside of the micropores and assumes uniform

potential and concentration profile within the micropores. Never-
theless, the mD model deviates from the classical Donnan approach in
two ways. First by including a Stern layer between the electronic charge
at the surface of the electrode and the ionic charge in the micropores,
and secondly by considering a non-electrostatic attraction term to
better fit the experimental data to the model [13,17,38,39].

Guyes et al. introduced an 1D improved Donnan (i-mD) model in
which they simplified the boundary conditions by scaling arguments
and argued that including the electrolyte volume and diffusion dy-
namics downstream of such cells is necessary to better describe the
experimental data [40]. Rios Perez et al., on the other hand, developed
a one-dimensional macroscale model based on the Nernst-Planck
equation and mass conservation analysis describing the mass transfer
within the bulk solution during a desalination cycle in CDI [41].
Nevertheless, this model does not take into account the transport of the
ions within the porous electrodes.

Biesheuvel et al. further extended the mD model and developed an
amphoteric Donnan model which includes immobile chemical charges
with different signs at the surface of the electrodes' matrix in the mi-
cropores [42,43]. Based on the amphoteric Donnan model and using an
euler backward approach, Dysktra et al. developed a 2D model which
considers only advection of the species in the direction of the flow in
the main channel and fully solves the Nernst-Planck equation in the
direction perpendicular to the flow [44]. Their model fits well to the
experimental data and they used it to calculate the ionic resistances in
the system. Later, they improved the model by exploiting acid-base
equilibrium reactions to describe pH changes during water desalination
process [45]. Based on the mD approach, Hemmatifar et al. proposed a
two-dimensional model which couples mass, ionic and electronic
charge transport describing the adsorption and desorption of charged
species in CDI [46]. They presented numerical estimation of the ad-
sorption/desorption dynamics in the micro- and macropores for both
high and low inlet salt concentrations. However, they did not discuss
the effects of transport mechanisms in porous media on the bulk solu-
tion, away from the electrodes' surface and on the outlet stream of the
CDI unit.

Despite the critical insight provided by the existing models in the
literature, there is no comprehensive analysis on the interplay between
microscale and macroscale transport phenomena in different desalina-
tion regimes. In this paper, by permutation of the transport time con-
stants and implementing the two-dimensional porous electrode model
developed by Hemmatifar et al. [46], we conduct a parametric study to
investigate the interactions between microscale and macroscale mo-
tions of ionic species in flow-by CDI systems with various configura-
tions. To focus on how rates of the main transport mechanisms in CDI
cells affect concentration of the effluent, we investigate 13 desalination
cases with different characteristic timescales.

Thus far, different metrics have been proposed by both theoretical
and experimental researches to evaluate the performance of CDI-based
water desalination systems [17,47–49]. Initial studies on CDI have
mainly focused on the amount of salinity reduction [50,51]. While this
metric is directly associated with the ability of a system to reduce the
concentration of the inlet stream, it does not provide sufficient data
about other desalination and regeneration characteristics of the CDI
system such as rate of desalination or amount of treated water. To make
a more inclusive analysis of CDI systems, further studies proposed ad-
ditional metrics such as maximum salt adsorption capacity (mSAC)
[48,52], charge capacity [53–55], average salt adsorption rate (ASAR)
[15,56,57], and charge and current efficiency [16,31,49,58,59]. Al-
though the amount of the salt adsorbed and the rate of adsorption ap-
pear to be the intuitive means of comparison among desalination sys-
tems, by considering them independently no conclusion can be made
regarding the overall performance of different systems. In this work, we
propose new metrics that incorporate desalination percentage, volume
of treated water, ion removal rate, water recovery ratio, and the total
duration of the process into a unified metric. Using these metrics, we
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perform a comprehensive comparison on the desalination and re-
generation performance of different CDI systems.

CDI experiments usually adopt either a batch-mode (BM) or a
single-pass (SP) approach to desalinate water. In BM, the effluent of the
CDI unit is returned to the feeding reservoir, where the conductivity is
measured [13,17,60,61]. Volume of the recycling reservoir for this
method, whose initial salinity is usually low (< 5mM), must be small
enough so the change in the conductivity is distinguishable. The mea-
sured conductivity constantly decreases in this technique until it
reaches a low, steady value which indicates saturation of the electrodes.
In contrast, in the SP approach the conductivity of the treated water is
measured directly at the exit of the CDI unit and the effluent of the
system is either discarded or returned to the feeding reservoir which is
sufficiently big so that adding the outlet solution does not change its
salinity substantially [13,17,33]. In this approach, each desalination
stage can be conducted before or until full saturation of the porous
electrodes is achieved [13,20,25,55]. Different studies have in-
corporated the SP method with multiple repeated full desalination and
regeneration cycles [13,15,25,58,62]. Most of these cyclic CDI systems
solely served to obtain a better understanding of CDI performance and
energy consumption under dynamic equilibrium (a state at which the
amount of salt adsorbed during desalination is equal to the amount of
salt desorbed during the regeneration process) [13,25,58,62], or to
investigate reduction in adsorption capacity of porous electrodes after
multiple repeated full cycles [15]. Recently, some attempts have been
made to use sequential CDI cycles to decrease the concentration of the
main reservoir more than what is achieved through one desalination
cycle. Lado et al. explored a multi-cycle method of operation in which
the first cycle is carried out until the minimum concentration is reached
[21]. After the following regeneration step, the subsequent desalination
cycles were operated for a shorter time. Although they achieved lower
salinity comparing to a single-step system, they provided no systematic
approach that can be applied to other multi-cycle arrangements for
determining the termination point of the desalination processes after
the first cycle.

Moreover, a number of studies have focused on the regeneration
stage in cyclic arrangements. Desalination performance of CDI systems
using the reversed-voltage method for discharging the electrodes was
measured against the zero-voltage approach in terms of energy con-
sumption, charge efficiency and desalination percentage [13,20]. In
another work, Demirer et al. investigated effects of varying regenera-
tion starting time on the performance of a cyclic CDI system, in terms of
ions adsorbed per energy per volume, energy recovery, and thermo-
dynamic efficiency [4]. Recently, a few studies have focused on the
effects of the regeneration inlet stream on the energetic performance of
the system showing that increasing the concentration of the regenera-
tion feed stream benefits the system in terms of energy consumption
[63,64]. However, they mainly focused on how the regeneration feed
solution affects the energy recovery of one CDI cycle and did not

evaluate its impact on the desalination performance of the next cycle
and the overall efficacy of the process in a multi-cycle arrangement.

In this work, to improve the desalination percentage of a given
solution using CDI we propose a cyclic system in which the con-
centration of the influent at each desalination stage is set as the
minimum average concentration obtained in the previous cycle.
Moreover, to further enhance the overall performance and efficiency of
these multi-cycle arrangements, three different regeneration scenarios
are introduced. Each of these regeneration schemes differs from the
others in terms of the feed stream used for regenerating the CDI cell. We
use the proposed metrics to compare the efficacy of these regeneration
schemes in various CDI systems.

2. Theory

In this section, we outline the underlying physics of multiscale
transport phenomena in a CDI cell, and define the relevant time con-
stants associated with each transport mechanism. Afterwards, the new
metrics proposed to evaluate and compare performance of CDI units for
different applications are introduced. Lastly, we describe the proposed
multi-cycle CDI system and the three regeneration scenarios.

2.1. Transport phenomena and the associated timescales in CDI

The current understanding of transport and adsorption of salt and
ionic species in CDI is based on a two-tier pore size model that com-
bines electro-sorption and basic mass diffusion [42,44,46,52]. Fig. 1
shows schematics of the microstructure networks in a porous electrode
and the transport mechanisms of ionic species in a sample CDI unit.
Following IUPAC terminology, three sets of pore sizes are defined in
porous media: macropores, mesopores, and micropores, whose dimen-
sions are> 50 nm, between 2 and 50 nm, and< 2 nm, respectively.
The model implemented in this work is developed based on a form of
the mD theory which can be applied for bimodal porous structures
consisting of micro- and macropores only. The primary difference be-
tween the two stems from the physical extent of the EDL (1–10 nm) in
relationship to the pore size. In the macropores, the EDL thickness is
negligible compared to the pore size while the EDLs highly overlap each
other in the micropores. Therefore, contrary to the condition in the
micropores, charge neutrality can be assumed in the macropores.

Initially, before applying the electrical field in the system the macro-
and micropores are filled with the ionic solution. Upon applying the
voltage, owing to the extremely overlapped EDLs in the micropores,
counter-ions are adsorbed to the surface of the electrode while co-ions
with the same electric charge as the adjacent electrode are repelled
from it. Due to the concurrent attraction of counter-ions and repulsion
of co-ions in the micropores, regions with depleted salt concentration
form in the macropores. This concentration depletion leads to a diffu-
sion-based movement of species within the thickness of the electrode

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of
macroscale and microscale transport
phenomena in the main bulk flow
channel and the microporous electrodes
of a CDI cell. Associated with the
transport mechanisms, three distinct
timescales are considered in this study.
The bulk advection timescale (tbulk-adv),
defined as L/U, considers motion of the
salt species through the cell due to the
bulk flow. The bulk diffusion timescale
(tbulk-diff), defined as (Lg/2)2/Dbulk, ac-
counts for the diffusion of the species
from the main channel towards the
electrodes. Lastly, the electro-diffusion
timescale (telec-diff) correlates with dif-

fusion and electro-sorption of the ions within the porous electrode and is defined using Eq. (2).
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which subsequently gives rise to the diffusion of salt species in the main
channel towards the interface of the electrode and the bulk flow. In
addition to these transport mechanisms in the porous electrodes, ad-
vection of the ionic species takes place in a flow-by system due to the
flow in the main channel. Desorption of the species during the re-
generation stage occurs in a relatively similar but reverse manner. Upon
short circuiting the electrodes, which is the regeneration method
adopted in this work, previously-adsorbed counter-ions in the micro-
pores are quickly discharged to compensate the zero voltage at the
surface of the electrode. The excess ionic species adsorbed in the de-
salination phase eventually exit the system by means of diffusion from
the electrodes into the main channel and advection within the bulk
flow. In this system, the diffusion and electro-sorption of charged spe-
cies taking place in the macro- and micropores, respectively, are
merged into one transport mechanism and referred as the microscale
electro-diffusion. Additionally, the macroscale advection and transverse
diffusion of the salt species in the main channel are considered as the
bulk advection and bulk diffusion, respectively, and are referred as the
bulk flow transport mechanisms.

Three time constants can be associated with the motion of species in
a CDI unit, correlated with different transport mechanisms. The ad-
vection timescale, tbulk-adv, is related to the flow of the bulk solution
through the main channel and can be calculated as L/U, where L is the
total length of the flow channel and U is the average velocity of the
stream. The transverse diffusion timescale, tbulk-diff, is associated with
the diffusion of the species in the bulk solution towards the electrodes
and is expressed as (Lg/2)2/Dbulk, where Lg is the gap distance between
the two porous electrodes, and Dbulk is the diffusion coefficient of salt
species in the bulk solution. The electro-diffusion time constant, telec-diff,
is related to the transport of the species within the electrodes which
comprises both the resistance and capacitance associated with the
charging process of the electrodes. Despite the existence of a transport
resistance from the macropores into the micropores, this resistance is
neglected here and in all the previous work, considering only the
transport resistance in the macropores. Thus, telec-diff takes into account
the resistivity and capacity related to the diffusion in the macropores
and the electro-sorption in the micropores, respectively.

In the charging process of the porous electrodes in CDI described by
the mD model, the diffusion of the species throughout the macropores
(neglected EDLs) is coupled to their electro-sorption in the micropores
(highly overlapped EDLs) and the relation between micropores and
macropores concentrations is governed by a Boltzmann distribution.
This is similar to the charging of an EDL, where the attraction of the
counter-ions and repulsion of the co-ions are balanced by the diffusion
of the ionic species in the electrolyte. Consequently, using this analogy,
a characteristic length can be defined for the charging process of the
electrodes as:

L = εRT
2F cD 2

ma (1)

where, ε is the permittivity of the medium, R is the universal gas con-
stant, T is the temperature, F is the Faraday constant, and cma is the
concentration in the macropores. The telec-diff related to the charging
process of the electrodes is defined as LD2/Delec, where Delec is the ef-
fective diffusivity of the solution in the porous electrode. The effective
diffusion coefficient can be obtained by multiplying Dbulk and pma/τ,
where pma and τ are macropore porosity and tortuosity of the porous
electrode, respectively. Assuming τLe as the effective length of the pores
in the electrode, and based on the total capacitance of the electrode
obtained as Ctotal = C(AeLe)pmi (where C is the capacitance of the elec-
trode per unit volume of the micropores, Ae is the surface area of the
electrode, and pmi is the porosity of the micropores), value of the
electro-diffusion timescale is calculated as:

=−t
C τ L V

F D c
p
p2

e T

ma

mi

ma
elec diff

2 2

bulk ,0 (2)

where VT is the thermal voltage and is defined as kBT/e, where kB and e
are the Boltzmann constant and the charge of an electron, respectively.
The telec-diff defined here is analogous to the time constant derived by
Suss et al. who accounted for the charging process of the electrodes
based on a RC timescale [57]. Moreover, conducting an order of mag-
nitude analysis on the equation corresponding to the conservation of
charge in the macropores in the mD model, the same correlation as Eq.
(2) can be obtained for the charging process of the electrodes.

The relative magnitude of the abovementioned timescales can be
used to characterize the conditions under which the CDI system is
performing. Macroscale transport of the salts can be described through
macroscale mass Péclet number defined as Pem= tbulk-diff / tbulk-adv.
Similarly, the rate of the microscale electro-diffusion of the species in
the electrode can be compared to their advection rate in the main
channel through the Damkӧhler number defined as Da= tbulk-adv / telec-
diff. Lastly, the second Damkӧhler number, DaII = tbulk-diff / telec-diff can be
used to compare microscale electro-diffusion and bulk diffusion rates.
In essence, the two latter non-dimensional numbers compare the
charging rate of the electrodes to the bulk flow transport rate of the
species in the main channel.

The concentration profile in the macro- and micropores during ad-
sorption and desorption cycles have been numerically investigated in
the literature. Nevertheless, previous studies have mostly focused on
electro-diffusion limited cases and a limited range of CDI configurations
have been analyzed. Although Hemmatifar et al. were the first group to
develop a general two-dimensional model based on the mD model by
solving the Nernst-Planck equations both in the direction of and per-
pendicular to the flow, they evaluated the coupling of the transport
mechanisms only for a fast diffusion and slow advection in the main
channel and a relatively slow electro-diffusion in the electrodes.
Specifically, in their system, Pem=0.4, Da=0.3, and DaII = 0.1
(tbulk−diff < tbulk−adv < telec−diff). Furthermore, no inclusive study ex-
ists on the effects of the coupling between the bulk flow and porous
electrode transport mechanisms on the concentration behavior of the
effluent in different CDI configurations. To further investigate the in-
terplay between microscale electro-diffusion and bulk advection and
diffusion in CDI we analyze these transport processes for a broader
range of Pem, Da, and DaII, by implementing the mentioned 2D nu-
merical model.

In a flow-by CDI cell, bulk diffusion of the ions into the porous
electrode is in a continuous competition with their bulk advection in
the flow direction. The region in which diffusion of the ions towards the
porous electrode is more dominant than their advection is called the
convective-diffusive layer [41,65]. Like the concept of the hydraulic
and thermal boundary layers, a developing and fully developed con-
vective-diffusive layer may be defined in a CDI cell. Fig. 2 depicts
concentration profiles of both regimes in a CDI cell. At low flow rates,
diffusion of the ions towards the porous electrode is faster than their
advection through the cell (Pem < 1). As such, bulk diffusion is spa-
tially uniform in the transverse direction of the channel, creating a fully
developed convective-diffusive layer. However, at high flow rates, the
bulk advection transport of the ions along the cell is much faster than
their bulk diffusion towards the electrode (Pem > 1). Therefore, bulk
diffusion of ions is primarily confined to the thin developing con-
vective-diffusive layer near the interface of the electrodes and the main
stream. In the developing regime, due to high flow rates of the solution
stream in the system, advection of the species through the main channel
exceeds their diffusion towards the porous media
(tbulk−adv < tbulk−diff). This results in reaching higher minimum
average concentration in a CDI cell with developing convective-diffu-
sive layers compared to the same unit with fully developed regime
obtained at lower flow rates [19,41,66].
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2.2. Multi-cycle CDI systems and regeneration schemes

Due to the finite capacitance of the porous electrodes used in CDI,
there exists a limit on the total amount of salts that can be removed
from a given solution. Because of the space, material, and cost re-
straints, bigger CDI units having porous electrodes with larger surface
area may not be feasible or economical. Consequently, to further de-
crease the concentration of the feeding solution and benefiting from the
ability to regenerate the saturated electrodes, instead of desalinating a
specific solution for only 1 cycle, one can run multiple successive full
CDI cycles each desalinating the outlet solution of the previous cycle. At
each cycle, the desalination purpose can be fulfilled until the average
concentration of the total water collected at the outlet of a system is
decreasing. At each instant of time, the average concentration of the
treated water is calculated as follows:

∫= ∗ ∗c
t

c t dt1 ( )ave

t

0 (3)

where c is the concentration at the exit, and t is the time at which the
measurement takes place. Therefore, in this multi-cycle arrangement
each desalination step is operated until the minimum average con-
centration, cave,min, is achieved at the exit of the unit. The electrodes are
discharged afterwards, to recover their adsorption capacity.
Subsequently, the desalinated solution feeds the next cycle. This pro-
cedure can be repeated until the desired concentration is obtained.

Salinity of the regeneration stage plays a significant role in the
overall performance of the proposed cyclic CDI systems. Not only the
regeneration feed stream affects the discharging time and total amount
of consumed water but it also influences desalination performance of
the next cycle as it determines the initial conditions at which the ad-
sorption process starts. Other than using the targeted reservoir (whose
salinity is intended to decrease) as the regeneration feed stream, one
can recover the electrodes employing brine of the regeneration stage in
the previous cycle. Using this technique will favor the total volume of
water utilized for the process since instead of using the main reservoir
for regeneration and discarding the brine at the end of it, it is recycled
to be used for the next discharging process. However, a CDI cell with
higher salinity solution initially filling the main channel and porous
electrodes results in higher average concentration at the exit during the
desalination stage. As a result, comparing to a cell with lower salinity
initial condition, lower total desalination percentage will be obtained.
To increase the overall desalination percentage in the proposed cyclic
CDI system one can use the same feeding stream for both desalination

and regeneration purposes. Although this will enhance the diffusion of
ionic species from the electrodes into the bulk flow during the re-
generation process, more water is required to provide sufficient amount
for both charging and discharging of the following cycle. Performance
of cyclic CDI systems with various operational configurations func-
tioning under the proposed regeneration approaches is investigated
here in terms of desalination, water consumption, and duration of the
whole process.

The maximum ability of different CDI arrangements in recovering
the consumed energy during desalination is evaluated and compared as
well. The electrical energy used during desalination stage can be cal-
culated as:

∫=E t I t Vdt( ) ( )
t

used 0 (4)

where I and V are the electrical current and the applied voltage, re-
spectively. The energy stored during the desalination stage can be
calculated using the ionic current and the potential difference between
the charged surface of the electrode and the charge-neutral electrolyte
in the macropore. In the context of the mD model, this potential dif-
ference comprises of the Stern potential and the Donnan potential. The
Stern potential Δφs is the potential difference between the surface of the
electrode and the micropore and the Donnan potential ΔφD is the po-
tential difference between the micro- and macropore. Therefore, the
stored energy through the ionic charge can be obtained as:

∫= ∆ + ∆E t I φ φ dt( ) ( )stored total
t

s D, 0 (5)

where I is the ionic current in the electrode. During the discharging
process using the zero-voltage approach, the stored energy is released
in the CDI cell and is carried out of the system via the ionic species.
Therefore, the ratio of the Estored,total, and Eused of each system yields the
maximum energy recovery, ER, that can be theoretically achieved.

Beside the efficacy of each CDI system in recovering part of the
expended electrical energy for desalination, energy efficiency of the
system in removing the species from the saline feed can be determined.
For this purpose, thermodynamic efficiency, η, defined as the ratio of
the minimum required work for desalination to the actual energy
consumption is calculated. Regardless of the desalination method, the
minimum work required to divide a solution into two less concentrated
and brine fractions, under ideal reversible conditions can be derived
from the Gibbs free energy and be stated as follows [32,67]:

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

− − −
−

⎞
⎠

W V c
WR

ln c WR c
c

c ln c WR c
c WR

2 . 2 .
(1 )rev d

o o d

o
d

o d

d (6)

where, Vd, co, and cd are the desalinated volume, initial salinity, and the
final concentration of the desalinated solution, respectively. WR is the
water ratio which is the volume ratio of the desalinated and initial
stream. Based on Eqs. (4)–(6), the thermodynamic efficiency of the CDI
system is calculated as:

=η W
E

rev

used (7)

2.3. The performance evaluation criteria and figure-of-merit

It should be noted that lower concentration of the solution at the
exit does not necessarily define an efficient and effective desalination
process. Reaching 1% of the initial concentration may be an indication
of a desirable system at the first glance. Yet achieving such outcome for
two liters of solution in one day does not seem satisfactory. For elec-
trodes with the same geometry, the minimum concentration is reached
faster at higher flow rates [41,47]. Additionally, in a certain period of
time, higher flow rates lead to higher volumes of the desalinated water.
Larger volumes of water treated in a shorter amount of time alleviate
lower desalination percentage obtained in developing systems with

Fig. 2. Concentration profiles in a) fully developed and b) developing con-
vective-diffusive regimes. δd represents the thickness of the convective-diffusive
layer. At lower Peclet numbers (Pem < 1), the diffusion of the salt species to-
wards the porous electrode is faster than their advection through the cell, al-
lowing for a fully developed regime where the two convective-diffusive layers
merge. In contrast, the developing regime occurs at higher Péclets (Pem > 1)
when the bulk advection of the species along the cell surpasses their bulk dif-
fusion.
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high flow rates. As such, an inclusive metric is needed to make a
complete assessment of the desalination performance in different CDI
systems, considering the trade-offs between the aspects of the final
outcome.

In addition to low minimum average concentration of the effluent,
fast ion adsorption from large volumes of water is favorable in a de-
salination unit. We combine these characteristics into a new figure-of
merit, called Ultimate Desalination Throughput (UDT):

=
−

−UDT
c c

c
c c Q t Q

( )
(( ) ) ( )ave min

ave min ave min
0 ,

0
0 , desal , (8)

where tave,min is the instant of time when minimum average con-
centration is reached, and Q is the flow rate in the system. Qdesal is flow
rate of the desalinated water which is defined as the ratio of the de-
salinated volume and the total desalination time. For a one-cycle de-
salination system, this value is the same as the Q, whereas they are
different in multi-cycle arrangements, where the desalinated volume is
volume of the treated water in the last cycle. The first term in Eq. (8)
determines the desalination percentage in the system, while the second
term is associated with the rate at which salts are removed from the
feeding solution. The last term indicates total volume of the water
treated until the minimum average concentration is achieved at the
exit. For a one-cycle CDI arrangement, UDT is equivalent to product of
the amount of adsorbed salt and the rate of adsorption. This is akin to
the conceptual diagram proposed by Kim and Yoon which plots ASAR
against SAC to evaluate CDI performance [17]. According to this dia-
gram, an optimum is reached when the product of the two metrics is
maximum.

In addition to the desalination process, performance of the re-
generation stage should be considered to make a thorough assessment
of the overall performance of a CDI system. The less water is used for
regenerating the electrodes, the more efficient the systems is in terms of
water consumption. Desalinating 1 l of brackish water, while employing
50 l to discharge the electrodes deteriorates the efficacy of the system.
Moreover, in a certain period, shorter regenerations enable more de-
salination cycles to be conducted and therefore, higher volumes of
water to be treated. Therefore, in conjunction with high values of UDT,
high water recovery ratios (WR), defined as volume of the desalinated
water over total volume of the consumed water, as well as short total
processing time (desalination and regeneration) are crucial for an ef-
ficient CDI system. We integrate all the mentioned characteristics and
propose another metric which is referred to as the Overall Desalination
and Regeneration Performance (ODRP):

ODRP = UDT WR
ttotal (9)

where, ttotal is the time of desalination and regeneration combined.
It should be noted that while UDT allows for an inclusive compar-

ison between desalination performance of different systems, ODRP
considers the overall performance of the CDI configuration including
both the desalination and regeneration stages. Furthermore, the pro-
posed figure-of-merits can be employed to measure multi-cycle systems
against single-cycle arrangements. To desalinate a specific solution up
to a target concentration, water can go through one fully-developed
cycle flowing at a relatively low flow rate, or multiple consecutive
developing cycles at higher flow rate. Even though each cycle of the
latter approach results in lower desalination percentage than the
former, the processing time at each stage of the developing regime is
lower than the fully developed one. UDT and ODRP are thus, appro-
priate and practical means to evaluate the inherent trade-offs associated
with such systems.

3. Method

All the numerical analyses are performed in COMSOL Multiphysics
4.2 using a 50× 10mm symmetric CDI cell. In addition to being

dimensionally comparable to the experimental CDI units in literature,
this cell size allows for implementing a large number of computation-
ally efficient simulations [23,57,68]. The cell comprised of one pair of
porous electrodes, with a total porosity of 0.7, volumetric micropore
capacity of 0.15 GF/m3 (adopted from the previous work by Hemma-
tifar et al. [46]), and tortuosity of 1. At each side of the main channel,
electrodes are pressed against the current collectors with no contact
resistance. All the desalinations and regenerations are conducted at 1 V
and zero voltage, respectively, assuming no external electrical re-
sistance. As mentioned before, the mD model includes a non-electro-
static adsorption term to account for adsorption of the ions prior to
applying the electrical voltage. Although, some studies assume a con-
stant value for this parameter [23], this term may change with con-
centration in micropores and over time [23,39]. However, in this work,
the focus is directed towards the electro-sorption of the ions in the
porous media and its effect on the concentration profile at the exit of
the system. Hence, we disregard the non-electrostatic adsorption term
in the 2D model. In addition, it was assumed that all the main channel
and porous media are initially filled with the feeding solution. Pre-
liminary numerical results are compared with the previous works in the
literature to validate the model by considering similar configurations.
For each set of simulations, mesh size and time step independencies
along with the conservation of mass and energy are confirmed.

3.1. Transport phenomena in CDI

To investigate the interplay between the transport mechanisms in
the bulk flow and in the porous electrodes, full desalination and re-
generation CDI experiments are simulated under conditions where the
whole process is limited by either the bulk advection, bulk diffusion, or
microscale electro-diffusion. Fig. 3 presents the map of non-dimen-
sional numbers and the table of timescales associated with each of the
desalination/regeneration cases considered in this study. 6 CDI simu-
lations are conducted with combinations of different timescales. In each
case, one of the mechanisms has the largest timescale (being the slowest
among them), one of the mechanisms features a timescale that is one
order of magnitude lower than the largest one, and the last mechanism
is the fastest with a timescale two orders of magnitude lower than that
of the slowest one. Furthermore, 6 sets of full desalination and re-
generation cycles are simulated in which two of the transport me-
chanisms take place at the same rate. While these two mechanisms have
the same order of magnitude time constants, the third mechanism is one
order of magnitude slower or faster. Finally, a full desalination/re-
generation simulation is related to the case where all the three transport
phenomena have timescales of the same order. Timescales related to the
bulk advection, bulk diffusion, and microscale electro-diffusion are
changed by manipulating the flowrate, electrodes' gap distance, and
thickness of the electrodes. The initial salinity for all these 13 cases are
the same and is set as 8.8mg/ml (equal to 150mM), which is in the
lower range of brackish water and is typically applicable to CDI systems
[39]. The same solution is used for regenerating the electrodes and the
regeneration stage is carried out by adopting the zero-voltage approach.

3.2. Regeneration schemes in the multi-cycle CDI systems

The desalination/regeneration cases analyzed in the previous sec-
tion go through successive simulations to replicate desalinating a so-
lution with a set salinity for several times in a single CDI cell, under the
multi-cycle configuration. As it was stated in Section 2.2, to achieve a
solution with lower concentration than what can be desalinated in
1 cycle, each desalination cycle operates until the average concentra-
tion at the exit reaches its minimum value. The average concentration is
calculated using Eq. (3). Subsequently, the inlet concentration of each
cycle is set as the minimum average concentration of the effluent in the
previous one. To regenerate the porous electrodes, three different sce-
narios are explored. Fig. 4 illustrates concept of the proposed
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regeneration schemes in a multi-cycle CDI arrangement with the initial
concentration of c0 (which is intended to decrease through this multi-
cycle configuration). To better illustrate the concept of the regeneration
schemes, the desalination stage at the i-th cycle with the effluent of cD,i
(which is the minimum average concentration obtained at the exit) is
depicted in Fig. 4.a. This solution is set as the inlet of the desalination
stage of the next cycle (Fig. 4.b). After reaching the minimum average
concentration in the i + 1-th cycle (cD,i+1), the cell proceeds to the
regeneration stage. In the first regeneration scenario (Fig. 4.c), the cell
is discharged using the initial main solution (c0), and the same ap-
proach is applied for all the regeneration stages. In the second re-
generation approach (Fig. 4.d), the regenerating feed stream is brine of
the previous cycle (cR,i). In this scenario, at each cycle the brine col-
lected at the end of the previous cycle is used to discharge the elec-
trodes. In the third regeneration scheme (Fig. 4.e), at each cycle both
desalination and regeneration processes use the same feed solution
(cD,i). In other words, effluent of each desalination stage serves as the
influent of the desalination and regeneration of the next cycle To pre-
vent re-salination of the desalinated water inside the cell during the

discharging process and to avoid mixing of the regeneration feed stream
with the desalinated solution in the unit, some groups have suggested a
rapid flushing step between each desalination and regeneration step in
multi-cycle arrangements [69,70]. However, following typical multi-
cycle CDI systems [13,20,71,72], in this work we perform all the re-
generation steps immediately after the desalination stages without any
flushing step. In all the scenarios, prior to each charging stage, the cell
is flushed with the desalination feed stream until the concentration at
the exit is equal to the inlet concentration.

Initial concentration in most of the cyclic cases is set to 5mg/ml
although the initial solution in some of the cases has a different salinity.
Cases with very fast electro-diffusion in the electrodes and slow bulk
advection experiences near zero concentration in the macropores due to
an extreme concentration depletion, known as electrode starvation. The
very slow advection fails to provide the ionic species sufficiently fast for
further adsorption in the porous media, leading to zero-concentration
macropores for a substantial amount of time, which leads to compu-
tational complications in the simulations. Therefore, for these specific
cases, the first cycle starts with higher salinity solutions (8–15mg/ml),

Fig. 3. Non-dimensional numbers (left) and timescales (right) of the simulated cases. In the graph, numbers next to the points represent the DaII associated with each
case. Blue and red regions illustrate fully developed and developing regimes, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the proposed
discharging schemes in a multi-cycle arrange-
ment with the initial concentration of c0. (a) The
i-th desalination stage which continues until the
minimum average concentration (cD,i) is reached
at the exit. (b) The i + 1-th desalination stage
where the minimum average concentration of the
effluent is cD,i+1. Three scenarios are proposed to
discharge the electrodes (S1, S2, and S3), each
differing in the regeneration feed stream. (c) S1:
The main reservoir of the system, c0, is used for
the regeneration. (b) S2: Brine of the previous
cycle, cR,i, is utilized to discharge the electrodes.
(d) S3: The electrodes are regenerated using the
influent of the desalination stage, cD,i. (same so-
lution is used for both desalination and re-
generation at each cycle).
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still within the range of brackish water (0.5–35mg/ml). However, it
should be noted that due to the comprehensive nature of the char-
acterization metrics proposed in Section 2.3, one is able to evaluate
performance of CDI systems even with different initial concentrations.

Regeneration of the electrodes effectively takes place until a zero-
charge state is reached. In real-life experiments, this can be determined
by measuring the electrical current passing through the electrodes
which decays to zero once the zero-charge state is achieved. However,
this stage does not necessarily guarantee the complete removal of
desorbed ions from the CDI cell, as they need to diffuse through the
electrode and the main channel and finally exit the cell via the flow
stream. If the desorbed ionic species are not entirely removed from the
cell, at the desalination stage of the next cycle they will be re-adsorbed
into the micropores. Therefore, less of the electrodes' capacity is de-
voted to removal of species entering the cell through the desalination
feed stream. To simulate realistic experimental procedures, in this work
the discharging process continue until the concentration at the exit of
the cell is equal to that in the regeneration feed stream. UDT, ODRP, ER,
and η are used to evaluate desalination and regeneration efficiency of
the cyclic CDI systems using the proposed regeneration schemes.

4. Results and discussion

Here, first we present the results of the parametric study on effects
of the interactions between the bulk and porous electrode transport
phenomena on the output profile concentration of the CDI cell. Then,
we evaluate the performance of the discussed regenerations schemes in
successive multi-cycle CDI systems.

4.1. Parametric study of transport phenomena in CDI

Fig. 5 shows the effluent concentration profile for the six cases with
different permutation of the characteristic timescales (the reader is
referred to Fig. S1 in the supplementary document for the other studied
cases). From Fig. 5 and Fig. S1, a direct correlation can be inferred

between the time that the minimum concentration is achieved (tmin) and
the tbulk-adv. In all the cases, tmin is in the same order of magnitude as
tbulk-adv which means in each system it takes about t= tbulk-adv to reach
the bulk flow advective-diffusive “steady state”. This “steady state”
refers to the period when the outlet concentration is at its minimum
value. After application of the electrical voltage, all the ions in the main
channel experience a diffusion towards the porous electrodes because of
the concentration depletion in the electrode, and an advection through
the main channel due to the flow of the stream. Concentration de-
creases as long as the number of ions removed from the main stream
through diffusion is increasing (comparing to the previous time step).
For any ion entering the cell, if the bulk diffusion fails to remove the ion
from the main stream, on average it takes about one advection time
constant to leave it (although this would take slightly longer than the
tbulk-adv as the ion's path is shifted due to the bulk diffusion). On average,
ions entering the cell afterwards will undergo the same process. At this
point, the system reaches its maximum capacity to decrease the con-
centration of the feeding solution, leading to the minimum concentra-
tion at the exit. Depending on the rate of the advection in the unit, this
state lasts for a relatively short (small tbulk-adv) or long (large tbulk-adv)
time. This has also been experimentally verified, as in numerous studies
tmin is shown to be affected by the flow rate in the stream which directly
changes the tbulk-adv, and unaltered by the initial concentration which
affects the telec-diff [41,46,73].

Analyzing the concentration profile at the exit of the CDI units with
different timescales also reveals a sudden and sharp change in the sa-
turation rate in the electro-diffusion limiting systems (inset of the ef-
fluent concentration profiles in Cases 1 and 2 in Fig. 5). As mentioned
before, the concentration depletion in the macropores of the porous
media leads to the diffusion of species from the main channel into the
electrodes. Subsequently, removal of salt species from the main solution
via bulk diffusion leads to concentration reduction at the outlet. Large
values of telec-diff (slow electrodes' charging process) indicate slow
spread of the concentration depletion and the subsequent diffusion in
the electrodes whereas the bulk diffusion and advection in the main

Case 1

telec-diff> tbulk-adv> tbulk-diff

Case 2

telec-diff> tbulk-diff > tbulk-adv

Case 4

tbulk-diff> tbulk-adv> telec-diff

Case 3

tbulk-adv> tbulk-diff> telec-diff

Case 6

tbulk-diff> telec-diff> tbulk-adv

Case 5

tbulk-adv> telec-diff> tbulk-diff

Fig. 5. Normalized concentration profile at the exit of CDI systems operating with different permutation of characteristic timescales and same initial concentration.
Time is normalized by the advection timescale in each case.
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channel take place at faster rates. Consequently, in electro-diffusion
limited systems, slow motion of the ions within the porous media does
not meet the speed of the species entering the electrode. This renders
the bulk diffusion incapable of further salt removal from the main
channel after the initial drop in the outlet concentration. Therefore, the
concentration of the effluent reaches its minimum value before the
concentration depletion happens everywhere in the porous electrode.
Eventually, following the concentration depletion occurring in the en-
tire electrode, slow microscale diffusion effectively takes place in all the
macropores. This phenomenon leads to a decrease in the saturation rate
of the porous electrodes which can be noticed in the concentration
profile at the exit of the cell.

To get a better understanding of the concentration behavior at the
exit of different cases, we also analyze the concentration in the main
channel and in the electrodes for two cases of developing and fully
developed conditions under the same rate of electro-diffusion. Fig. 6.a
and Fig. 6.b show normalized concentration in the cell at different time
steps after applying the electric voltage, in a developing (telec-diff < tbulk-
adv < tbulk-diff) and fully developed (telec-diff < tbulk-diff < tbulk-adv) re-
gimes with fast electro-diffusion, respectively. Concentration distribu-
tion in the main channel as well as in the electrodes are shown using a
color scheme. The concentration at the exit of the CDI cell is also
plotted for the developing and fully developed regimes. Shortly after
applying the voltage, due to the quick and simultaneous attraction of
counter-ions and repulsion of co-ions in the micropores, both devel-
oping and fully developed systems experience a concentration deple-
tion, near the interface of the electrodes and the main channel
(Fig. 6.a.1 and b.1). Note that since in these systems the capacity of the
microporous electrode is greater than the population of ionic species
that are initially present in the system, this concentration depletion
does not lead to starvation of the macropores, which happens when
locally cma≈ 0. Because of the fast electro-diffusion of the ionic species
in these two systems, the emerged concentration depletion in the
electrodes spreads in the inward direction at a rapid rate (Fig. 6.a.2–3
and b.2–3). Nevertheless, the micropores need to wait for the bulk
advection and diffusion to receive ions from the solution. This interplay
of the micro- and macroscale transport mechanisms results in propa-
gation of a concentration shock-wave through the unit which can be
seen in both regimes (Fig. 6.a.4–6 and b.4–6). Previous research in this
regard mainly focused on CDI systems with slow microscale diffusion in
the electrodes (electro-diffusion limited), and did not investigate the
shock-wave in units with different limiting transport mechanisms. De-
spite the fast advection in the diffusion limited regime (Fig. 6.a),

micropores need to wait for the ionic species to diffuse into the elec-
trodes and get adsorbed into the surface of the electrode. In other
words, the slow bulk diffusion hinders the whole adsorption process.
Therefore, the shock-wave propagates mainly in the direction of the
bulk diffusion across the gap. Nevertheless, in an advection limiting
system (Fig. 6.b), this concentration wave spreads rather longitudinally.
In such system, although the species are transported into and within the
electrode at a higher rate owing to the faster bulk diffusion and mi-
croscale electro-diffusion, the micropores are forced to wait for the slow
advection in the main stream to deliver the species to the electrode.
Thus, the concentration shock-wave spreads in the direction of the
advection along the cell.

In the fully developed systems where the whole process is limited by
the slow advection, the low concentration region formed in front of the
shock-wave moves slowly along the main channel. This leads to the
effluent concentration staying at the minimum level for an extended
period of time, akin to having an infinite capacity in the cell. Such
behavior of infinite capacity has been previously reported in experi-
mental data as well [41].

After the initial concentration depletion of the macropores in the
electrodes (Fig. 6.a.3), the growing convective-diffusive layer can be
observed in the developing system (marked with the black dashed lines
in the colored computational unit). As it is illustrated, in the developing
system the bulk diffusion of the species towards the electrodes mainly
happens in the thin convective-diffusive layer close to the interface of
the electrodes and the bulk flow. However, this sub-region cannot be
seen in the fully developed regime, presented in Fig. 6.b. In this regime,
at each transverse cross section the concentration gradient normal to
the flow stream is lower than that in the developing system.

4.2. Regeneration schemes for multi-cycle CDI arrangements

In this section, we investigate the performance of CDI systems
presented in Fig. 5, in a cyclic arrangement. Each desalination is con-
ducted until the minimum average concentration is achieved at the exit.
The electrodes are then discharged, adopting three different regenera-
tion scenarios described in Fig. 4, where in the first scenario (S1) the
same feeding reservoir is used to discharge the electrodes in each cycle
meaning that concentration of the regeneration solution is constant and
equal to the initial concentration of the system for all the cycles. In the
second scenario (S2) each cycle is regenerated using the brine from the
previous cycle. In the last regeneration scenario (S3) the same solution
is used for both desalination and regeneration at each cycle. We use

(a)

(b)

(Le+Lg/2)DV
(Lg/2)DV

(Lg/2)FD
(Le+Lg/2)FD

Fig. 6. Normalized concentration in (a)
developing (DV), and (b) fully devel-
oped (FD) regimes at different time
steps. On the right, concentration of the
effluent and on the left, salt concentra-
tion in the macropores and main
channel of the cell (not-to-scale) are
presented for each regime (white da-
shed lines illustrate centerline of the
cells, and the solid black lines are the
interface between the electrodes and
the bulk flow). Both regimes experience
a concentration depletion shortly after
applying the electric voltage. After that,
a concentration shock-wave appears in
the system due to the coupling of
macro- and microscale transport me-

chanisms. In the developing regime, the whole process is limited by the slow diffusion in the main channel towards the electrode, therefore the wave spreads in a
relatively upward direction. Black dashed lines depict the growing convective-diffusive layer inherent with a developing system, at which the mass transport towards
the electrode is more significant than the advection of species within the bulk flow. On the contrary, in a fully developed regime, the shock-wave propagates rather
longitudinally, in direction of the slow advection which limits the whole charging process. This phenomenon results in an “infinite capacity” where the effluent
concentration remains at its minimum value for a relatively long time. In this system, the convective-diffusive layer is not detectable as bulk diffusion of the species in
the main channel towards the porous media is uniform at each cross section.
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UDT and ODRP along with the energy recovery ratio and thermo-
dynamic efficiency to compare efficacy of these scenarios.

Table 1 compares the performance of the developing and fully de-
veloped regimes with the same rate of electro-diffusion in the first
cycle. In the fully developed convective-diffusive regimes, slow ad-
vection in the unit provides species with more time to be effectively
diffused towards the interface of the electrode and the bulk flow com-
pared to the developing regimes with faster bulk advection and slower
bulk diffusion. Therefore, with the same rate of electro-diffusion in the
electrodes, fully developed systems reach lower minimum concentra-
tions than the developing systems. The apparent superiority of fully
developed regimes over developing for achieving higher desalination
percentage, which is evident from the plots in Fig. 5 and Fig. S1, has
also been extensively investigated in the literature where reducing the
flow rate decreases the minimum concentration of the effluent
[34,41,47]. Nevertheless, interpreted from comparison of the UDTs,
CDI cells with developing regimes show a better desalination perfor-
mance than fully developed ones. Although at first it may appear that
the fully-developed systems have better desalination capacity due to
higher levels of desalination that can be achieved, developing regimes
deliver preferable performance as they desalinate more volume of in-
itial solution in a shorter amount of time. Moreover, as it can be seen in
Table 1 thanks to the faster desalination and regeneration of the de-
veloping regimes, each CDI cycle in such systems is shorter than their
counter-system with the same telec-diff. This along with higher UDT
translates into higher ODRP in these systems. To completely exploit the
short developing cycles, water can be desalinated in a developing multi-
cycle arrangement rather than a fully developed single-cycle one. In
other words, to desalinate a given solution up to a particular con-
centration, it can be treated through multiple short cycles operating at a
developing regime instead of one long, fully developed cycle. Although
the latter delivers higher desalination percentage in 1 cycle, as it is
shown, shorter developing cycles results in better overall performance.

Here, we also evaluate the energetic performance of the CDI units
with different characteristic time constants. As it can be seen from the
data shown in Table 1, for similar electro-diffusion time constant in the
first cycle, contrary to their desalination performance, developing re-
gimes offer lower energy recovery ratio as well as thermodynamic ef-
ficiency than the fully developed configurations. The lower energy ef-
ficiency of the developing regimes has also been experimentally
investigated by Zhao et al. where they showed that energy consumption
per ion removed increases by increasing the flow rate in the system
[27]. Higher levels of desalination obtained in the fully developed re-
gime result in higher energy storage which subsequently enhance the
ability of the cell to recover part of the used energy for the desalination
process. Additionally, for a certain solution, higher values of the
minimum work are required to reach lower outlet concentrations (see
Eq. (6)). This makes the CDI process to be more energetically justifiable.
Hence, because of their inherent higher levels of desalination, fully
developed regimes are thermodynamically more efficient than devel-
oping systems.

Fig. 7 presents the desalination and energetic efficiency of the
proposed discharging scenarios in a cyclic arrangement. The overall
increase of the UDT with the number of desalination cycles proves the
effectivity of the proposed multi-cycle arrangement in improving the
desalination performance of the CDI systems. As the initial solution
goes through more cycles, it gets desalinated to lower salinity levels
which has an increasing effect on the overall desalination percentage
and therefore, on the value of UDT. Further analysis of the proposed
multi-cycle arrangements reveals that in these systems, the overall
adsorption rate generally decreases with the number of desalination
cycles (data not shown here). However, in some cases this rate increases
after reaching a minimum value. Several research groups have in-
vestigated the salt adsorption rate in different CDI systems [15,47,74].
Zhao et al. showed that the removal rate depends on different para-
meters of the CDI system, including the initial concentration, flow rate,
and desalination time [47]. Keeping all the other parameters of a
system constant, their experimental and theoretical data showed that
the rate of adsorption reaches a maximum value by varying either the
adsorption time or the initial concentration, at a time. In the present
work, since both of these parameters change from 1 cycle to another, it
is not evident how they impact the overall adsorption rate. The general
increasing trend in the value of UDT implies that in most cases the
increase in the overall desalination percentage associated with running
more desalination cycles exceeds the decrease in the corresponding
adsorption rate. Nevertheless, in cases with very slow diffusion in the
bulk flow, the reduction in the salt removal rate surpasses the increase
in the desalination percentage after a few desalination cycles, resulting
in an optimum number of cycles with the highest UDT. Moreover, the
data show that in the systems with fully developed conditions, the
desalination performance does not depend on the regeneration sce-
nario. Regardless of the discharging scheme, the value of UDT in these
systems is the same for all the regeneration scenarios and increases with
the number of desalination cycles. During each cycle for these systems,
the relatively fast bulk diffusion enables the CDI cell to get completely
cleaned from the previous regeneration feed solution at the priming
step, and therefore, minimized the effect of the regeneration approach
on the desalination performance.

As it can also be inferred from the plots in Fig. 7, by increasing the
number of cycles ODRP drops substantially in all the cases. Longer
processes and lower water recovery ratios are the main reasons for the
considerable decline in the efficacy of the systems through more cycles.
As explained earlier, before desalination takes place at each cycle, the
cell is primed with the desalination feed stream. Therefore, to have
enough solution for the desalination and priming stages, the preceding
cycle should be operated several times. This exponentially increases the
total number of times that all the previous cycles are required to run
which substantially extends the total duration of the overall process and
decreases the water recovery ratio. For example, assume a three-cycle
system. One should run more than one, let's say N2 number of cycle 2 to
provide enough solution for priming and desalinating steps in the third
cycle. This leads to N1 number of the first cycle such that the second

Table 1
Performance evaluation of fully developed and developing CDI systems with different rates of electro-diffusion, in 1 cycle of desalination and regeneration. Systems
are compared in terms of desalination efficacy, overall performance, energy recovery and thermodynamic efficiency. Gray and white rows represent fully developed
and developing regimes, respectively.

Case UDT (
mM.ml

s
)×105 ODRP (

mM.ml

s2
)×109 ER (%) (%)

telec-diff>tbulk-adv>tbulk-diff 0.74 3.93 30.61 0.14

telec-diff>tbulk-diff>tbulk-adv 1.50 270.22 26.59 0.04

tbulk-adv>tbulk-diff>telec-diff 0.15 0.32 52.86 0.39

tbulk-diff>tbulk-adv>telec-diff 0.97 25.90 52.54 0.11

tbulk-adv>telec-diff>tbulk-diff 0.99 1.40 58.23 6.17

tbulk-diff>telec-diff>tbulk-adv 3.32 202.17 44.70 0.04
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cycle will have sufficient volume of inlet solution to perform for N2

cycles, where N1 is clearly greater than N2. Now, if one more cycle is
added to the arrangement, the third cycle needs to operate more than
once to produce enough feed solution for the priming and desalination
stages of the next cycle. Subsequently, the second and first cycles must
desalinate/regenerate for N2

′ and N1
′ times, respectively, where ob-

viously N1
' > N1 and N2

' > N2. Adding another cycle to a multi-cycle
CDI system not only increases the total operation time of the previous
cycle but it also affects the processing time in all the earlier cycles,
resulting in a significant rise in the duration of the whole process and

volume of the consumed water. Therefore, as the number of cycle in-
creases, the overall performance of the system diminishes even though
their desalination performance generally increases. It is worth men-
tioning that this effect is more noticeable in the third scenario where
the same influent is utilized for priming, desalinating and regenerating
at each stage. It can be concluded from the plots that due to the intrinsic
higher water recovery ratios in the second discharging scenario, S2 has
slightly better overall performance (ODRP) among all the three re-
generation schemes.

Energetic performance of the investigated cases is also depicted in

Case 2: telec-diff > tbulk-diff > tbulk-adv

Case 3: tbulk-adv > tbulk-diff > telec-diff

Case 4: tbulk-diff > tbulk-adv > telec-diff

Case 5**: tbulk-adv > telec-diff > tbulk-diff

Case 1*: telec-diff > tbulk-adv > tbulk-diff

Case 6: tbulk-diff > telec-diff > tbulk-adv

Fig. 7. Efficacy of CDI systems operating with different limiting transport mechanisms, in terms of desalination, overall performance, energy recovery, and ther-
modynamic efficiency. The x-axis shows the number of desalination cycles.
⁎In this system, the effluent concentration reached below the lower bound of brackish water (0.41mg/ml) after 4 cycles, in all the regeneration schemes.
⁎⁎In this case, with the 5mg/ml inlet stream, the average concentration of 0.42mg/ml (below the criterion for brackish water) is obtained at the exit after only
1 cycle.
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Fig. 7. The overall energy recovery ratios calculated for these cases
express an either constant or increasing behavior with the number of
cycles. In the cases where the bulk advection is not a fast mechanism,
the time required to prime the CDI unit before each desalination cycle is
very long. In other words, due to the relatively slow advection in the
main channel it takes a long time for the concentration at the outlet to
reach its value in the inlet stream. In such systems, each cycle should be
operated for considerably large number of times to provide enough
inlet solution for the long priming stages of the following cycles. In
these cases, the solution should go through the first cycle so many times
that most of the total energy is consumed and recovered in this cycle,
and therefore, the overall energy recovery ratio in the subsequent cy-
cles only slightly changes relative to its value in the first cycle. Con-
versely, in cases with fast advection in the main channel, the outlet
concentration quickly reaches the inlet concentration and the cell is
discharged and primed very fast. It should be noted that even at the end
of the priming stage, the electrodes are not necessarily filled with the
desalination feed stream and the ionic species left from the previous
cycle may remain in the electrode. This is more noticeable in the sys-
tems with fast advection in the bulk where the electrodes cannot ef-
fectively get cleaned prior to each desalination step due to the slow
electro-diffusion and bulk diffusion in the system. This higher left-over
concentration in the electrodes reduces the ionic resistance in the
system and boosts the energy recovery, as it can be seen in Fig. 7. Since
the concentration of the regeneration feed stream in the third scheme is
lower than the other two scenarios, lower energy recoveries are ob-
tained in this scheme. These results are in agreement with the work by
García-Quismondo et al. as they have shown that increasing the con-
centration in the CDI unit enhances the energy recovery ratio [63]. In
another work, Zhang et al. used a constant-current system and also
showed that discharging the electrodes with higher salinity solutions
improves the energy recovery [64].

Although the overall desalination percentage and the number of
adsorbed ions increase by performing multiple consecutive cycles, the
thermodynamic efficiency decreases as the system consumes more en-
ergy, resulting in a trade-off between the desalination performance and
the energy efficiency of the CDI systems. This drop in the energy effi-
ciency is more significant in the third regeneration scheme. Considering
larger total number of times each cycle should be repeated in S3
comparing to S1 and S2, higher values of energy are utilized in this
scenario. It should be noted that even though the thermodynamic ef-
ficiencies of the systems in this parametric study are noticeably low
(< 10%) the results are consistent with previous experimental data
[4,26]. The primary reason for the substantial difference between the
energy consumption and the reversible work of desalination in the si-
mulations is the ionic resistivity of the solutions. As it was mentioned
before, in the CDI cell, which from an electrical standpoint can be
considered as a combination of the capacitors and resistors, the energy
loss is due to the resistivity in the system. In other words, the resistivity
of the ionic solutions in the bulk flow and porous electrodes leads to
energy inefficiency in the system. Although the initial concentration in
this set of simulations are in the range of brackish water, the electric
resistivity of the inlet streams is at the order of 100Ω·m. These initial
solutions with relatively low conductivity result in energetically in-
efficient desalination systems.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we conducted a parametric study on CDI systems to
investigate the interplay between micro- and macroscale transport
mechanisms and its effect on the overall performance of these systems.
By permutation of the time constants associated with each mechanism,
desalination efficacy and energy efficiency of different desalination
cells were investigated. To achieve a comprehensive analysis of CDI
units, we introduced inclusive metrics which encompass different as-
pects of an effective desalination system. Mainly, we focused on

comparing developing convective-diffusive regimes with fully devel-
oped ones that can be obtained at higher and lower flow rates, re-
spectively. Despite the superiority of the former in terms of desalination
performance, the latter showed higher values of energy recovery and
thermodynamic efficiency. Additionally, to further decrease the con-
centration of a given ionic solution, multi-cycle arrangements were
proposed and simulated, in which minimum average concentration
achieved at the exit of each cycle was set as the inlet concentration of
the following one. To reach higher levels of desalination percentage and
water recovery ratio, three regeneration schemes were introduced, each
of which employed different feed streams for discharging the elec-
trodes. Simulating different cyclic CDI configurations indicated a trade-
off between desalination and energetic performance. While better de-
salination performance (in terms of desalination percentage, volume of
treated water and rate of ion removal) could be generally achieved by
desalinating through multiple consecutive cycles, it led to thermo-
dynamically inefficient systems. This energy inefficiency was more
evident in CDI systems where desalination effluent of each cycle was
utilized as both the desalination and regeneration inlet streams of the
next cycle. Utilizing the brine collected at the end of the regeneration
stage of each cycle as the regeneration feed stream of the following
cycle resulted in better overall performances (in terms of desalination,
water recovery ratio and total duration of the process). This study
provides deeper insights of the effects of the coupling between the
multiscale transport phenomena in CDI on the effluent of the system.
Moreover, these findings allow for better guidelines on design and
implementation of efficient CDI systems with improved overall per-
formance in different applications.
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